The legends of the Elburz
with the other two, and Ismail managed skilfully, taking
the current slantwise, up to his thighs in water, while the
old lady and I took the bridge as far as it went and paddled
through the rest of the stream.
It was stifling enough now: the round white stones of
the river bed and the red earth walls of Rudbar radiated
heat upon us. We were glad to reach the willows and
meadows of Badasht, where the water was channelled in
smooth streams, and the grey-leafed sanjid tree in flower
gave us delicate scent as we passed. Badasht—Bagh Dasht—
is Garden of the Desert, an attractive name for the historical
detective. But it is not nearly so much of a garden as
Shahrak farther along, where there are vines and corn and
walnuts, and a green valley opens northward to villages and
poplar-fringed meadows. We had our lunch here by a
spring; the wayside travellers joined our circle, and white
and black magpies walked up and down before us.
In a barren country roads cannot alter much, for they
are ruled by the wells of water. This one was light and
clear, and no doubt Hasan himself and many travellers before
and after sat here in the shade: merchants from China and
India; messengers from Egypt or Syria; governors of
scattered strongholds from Isfahan to the Kurdish hills.
Not a memory of it all remained. The legends of the
valley belong to Moslem Shi'a or to the old native myths
of Persia; for this is the beginning of the Elburz country,
which borders on the demon province of Mazanderan,
where Rustum on his horse rode and fought and the early
Persian kings waged superhuman wars. The memories
of Hasan and his followers seemed to be non-existent except
in the villages nearest the Rock, where foreigners probably
have brought them back.
We left Shahrak and went again through burning reaches
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